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Welcome back to Working Together,
published for the Taft-Hartley and
Public Sector benefits community to
provide relevant information and important
current trends to this important market.

Tips for Experience Rating Refund Programs
Experience Rating Refund programs are becoming more and more popular in the Taft-Hartley and Public Sector
market space. An Experience Rating Refund program will refund a portion of the premium to the plan if the plan’s
actual stop loss claim experience results in a loss ratio that is better than a pre-set target loss ratio. When the loss
experience runs well, a group can get a nice refund check months after renewal (or can use that refund as a premium
credit). Not all Experience Rating Refund programs are alike, so it’s important that the plan checks out the
particulars before selecting a program offering a premium refund option.

Here are some items to check:
•

Is it an annual program, or multi-year (and is a premium refund available right away)?

•

If a plan has a bad claims year does the loss carry forward to the next year, affecting the
ability to get a premium refund in that year?

•

What is the target loss ratio used in the calculation (many good programs use 65%)?

•

What percentage of the “better than expected” loss experience is payable as a refund (typically, 25%)?

•

Is there a premium load for the program, and how does the dollar value of the load compare to the
best-case scenario when receiving a premium refund?

•

Is the program part of a pool of risks or is it based solely on each plan’s experience?

•

If the group terminates in a later year and is due a premium refund, is it still paid?

It’s always a good idea to work with the plan’s professionals to understand the potential value of adding an Experience
Rating Refund program.
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Leveraged Trend Revealed
For folks who don’t work with medical stop loss every day, Leveraged Trend
can be a confusing concept when compared to regular Medical Trend.

Medical Trend is, not-so-simply, the expected percentage increase

from one plan year to the next for the cost of medical care (e.g. doctor visits,
hospital stays, surgical procedures, prescription drugs, etc.). It includes the
impact of inflationary price increases, as well as anticipated changes (both
increases and decreases) in the frequency and intensity of the medical services
being provided.

Leveraged Trend, on the other hand, is a different animal entirely, underpinned by the first dollar Medical Trend
but driven by the operation of the stop loss contract’s Specific Deductible.
If the plan keeps the same Specific Deductible from one plan year to the next, the portion of the plan’s catastrophic
claims exceeding the plan’s Specific Deductible in the following year will be greater than the portion in the preceding
year. In effect, the amount of very large excess claims (amounts over the Specific Deductible) is leveraged much
higher than the increase represented by the underlying Medical Trend.
A simple example is shown below, using a 6% annual Medical Trend and two large claims over a $50,000 Specific
Deductible. The Specific Deductible stays the same from year to year, and the two large claims increase by
the 6% annual trend. The excess claims over the $50,000 Specific Deductible increase by 11.7% from the first year
to the second year, while the claims that are capped at $50,000 only increase by 5.455%. The 6% Medical Trend
triggers an 11.7% Leveraged Trend in this example.

Claims

Claim 1
Claim 2
Others
TOTAL

$50,000 Specific Deductible with a 6% Annual Trend
First Year
Second Year
Increase
Claim
Amount
Amount Claims after Amount
Amount Over $50K Less than
Amount over $50K
under
6% Trend over $50K
under
$50K
$50K
$50K
$80K
$30K
$50K
$84.8K
$34.8K
$50K
16%
0%
$125K
$75K
$50K
$132.5K
$82.5K
$50K
10%
0%
$1,000K
$0
$1,000K
$1,060K
$0
$1,060K
0%
6%
$1,205K
$105K $1,100K $1,277.3K $117.3K $1,160K
11.7%
5.455%

Because of the way the Specific Deductible drives the Leveraged Trend, the value of the Specific Deductible
diminishes as the underlying Medical Trend asserts itself year after year. Though not illustrated in the example,
a claim that falls just under the Specific Deductible in one year could go over that unchanged Specific Deductible
in the next year due to the 6% increase in Medical Trend.
Plans should monitor their Specific Deductible level to make sure that it is keeping up with Medical Trend as a way
to minimize, or eliminate, leveraged increases in their specific stop loss premiums.
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Berkshire Hathaway Specialty Insurance (www.bhspecialty.com) provides commercial property, casualty, healthcare professional liability,
executive and professional lines, surety, travel, programs, medical stop loss, and homeowners insurance. The actual and final terms of
coverage for all product lines may vary. It underwrites on the paper of Berkshire Hathaway’s National Indemnity group of insurance
companies, which hold financial strength ratings of A++ from AM Best and AA+ from Standard & Poor’s. Based in Boston, Berkshire
Hathaway Specialty Insurance has offices in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Houston, Indianapolis, Irvine, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, San Ramon, Seattle, Stevens Point, Auckland, Brisbane, Dubai, Dublin, Düsseldorf, Hong Kong, Kuala Lumpur, London, Macau,
Melbourne, Perth, Singapore, Sydney and Toronto. For more information, contact info@bhspecialty.com.
The information contained herein is for general informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an
offer to buy any product or service. Any description set forth herein does not include all policy terms, conditions and exclusions. Please
refer to the actual policy for complete details of coverage and exclusions.
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